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ABSTRACT
We introduce and initiate the study of a family of higher rank matri-
cial ranges, taking motivation from hybrid classical and quantum
error correction coding theory and its operator algebra framework.
In particular, for a noisy quantum channel, a hybrid quantum error
correcting code exists if and only if a distinguished special case of the
joint higher rank matricial range of the error operators of the chan-
nel is non-empty.We establish bounds onHilbert space dimension in
terms of properties of a tuple of operators that guarantee a matricial
range is non-empty and hence additionally guarantee the existence
of hybrid codes for a given quantum channel. We also discuss when
hybrid codes can have advantages over quantum codes and present
a number of examples.
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1. Introduction

For more than a decade, numerical range tools and techniques have been applied to prob-
lems in quantum error correction, starting with the study of higher rank numerical ranges
[1,2] and broadening and deepening to joint higher rank numerical ranges and beyond
[3–10]. These efforts have made contributions to coding theory in quantum error correc-
tion and have also grown into mathematical investigations of interest in their own right. In
this paper, we expand on this approach to introduce and study a higher rankmatricial range
motivated both by recent hybrid coding theory advances [11,12] and the operator algebra
framework for hybrid classical and quantum error correction [13,14]. Our primary initial
focus here is on a basic problem for the matricial ranges, namely, how big does a Hilbert
space need to be to guarantee the existence of a non-empty matricial range of a given type,
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without any information on the operators andmatrices outside of howmany of them there
are. As such, we generalize a fundamental result from quantum error correction [9,15] to
the hybrid error correction setting.

The theory of quantum error correction (QEC) originated at the interface between
quantum theory and coding theory in classical information transmission and is at the
heart of designing those fault-tolerant architectures [16–20]. It was recognized early on
during these investigations that the simultaneous transmission of both quantum and classi-
cal information over a quantum channel could also be considered, most cleanly articulated
in operator algebra language in [21]. More recently, but still over a decade ago, the frame-
work of “operator algebra quantum error correction” (OAQEC) [13,14] was introduced.
Motivated by a number of considerations, including a generalization of the operator quan-
tum error correction approach [22,23] to infinite-dimensional Hilbert space [24], it was
also recognized that the OAQEC approach could provide a framework for error correc-
tion of hybrid classical and quantum information, though this specific line of investigation
remained dormant for lack of motivating applications at the time. Moving to the present
time and over the past few years, advantages in addressing the tasks of transmitting both
quantum and classical information together compared to independent solutions have
been discovered, from both information theoretic and coding theoretic points of view
[11,12,25–30]. Additionally it is felt that these hybrid codes may find applications in phys-
ical descriptions of joint classical-quantum systems, in view of the near-future available
quantum computing devices [31] and the so-called Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum
(NISQ) era of computing [32].

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the joint higher
rank matricial ranges and we prove the Hilbert space dimension bound result. The subse-
quent section considers a special case that connects the investigation with hybrid quantum
error correction; specifically, for a noisy quantum channel, our formulation of the joint
higher rank matricial ranges for the channel’s error or ‘Kraus’ operators leads to the con-
clusion that a hybrid quantum error correcting code exists for the channel if and only
if one of these joint matricial ranges associated with the operators is non-empty. As a
consequence of the general Hilbert space dimension bound result, we establish general-
izations of a fundamental early result in the theory of QEC [9,15] to the hybrid setting.
In the penultimate section, we explore how hybrid error correction could provide advan-
tages over usual quantum error correction based on this analysis. We consider a number
of examples throughout the presentation and we conclude with a brief future outlook
discussion.

2. Higher rankmatricial ranges

Definition 2.1: Given positive integers m, n, p, k,K ≥ 1, let PK be the set of n × K rank-
K partial isometry matrices, so V∗V = IK for V ∈ PK , and let Dp be the set of diagonal
matrices inside the set of p × p complexmatricesMp. Define the joint rank (k : p)-matricial
range of anm-tuple of matrices A = (A1, . . . ,Am) ∈ Mm

n by

�(k:p)(A)

= {(D1, . . . ,Dm) ∈ Dm
p : ∃V ∈ Pkp such that V∗AjV = Dj ⊗ Ik for j = 1, . . . ,m}.
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Observe that when p = 1, �(k:p)(A) becomes the rank-k (joint when m ≥ 2) numerical
range considered in refs. [1–7,9,10] and elsewhere.

We first discuss two reductions that we can make without loss of generality.

Remark 2.2: Since every A ∈ Mn has a Hermitian decomposition A = A1 + iA2, with
A1,A2 ∈ Hn, the set of n × n Hermitian matrices, we only need to consider �(k:p)(A) for
A ∈ Hm

n , where Hm
n is the set ofm-tuples of n × nHermitian matrices.

Furthermore, suppose T = (tij) ∈ Mm is a real invertible matrix, and (c1, . . . , cm) ∈
R1×m. Let Ã = (Ã1, . . . , Ãm), where for j = 1, . . . ,m,

Ãj =
m∑

�=1

t�,jA� + cjIn.

Then one readily shows that (D1, . . . ,Dm) ∈ �(k:p)(A) if and only if (D̃1, . . . , D̃m) ∈
�(k:p)(Ã), where D̃j = ∑m

�=1 t�,jD� + cjIk for j = 1, . . . ,m. So, the geometry of �(k:p)(A)

is completely determined by �(k:p)(Ã).
Now, we can choose a suitable T = (tij) and (c1, . . . , cm) so that {Ã1, . . . , Ãr, In} is

linearly independent, and Ãr+1 = · · · = Ãm = 0n. Then the geometry of�(k:p)(Ã) is com-
pletely determined by �(k:p)(Ã1, . . . , Ãr). Hence, in what follows, we always assume that
{A1, . . . ,Am, In} is linearly independent.

The result we prove below is a generalization of themain result from [15], which applies
to the p = 1 case in our notation. This was also proved in [9] via a matrix theoretic
approach and we make use of this in our proof, so we state the original result as it was
presented in [9] using the present notation.

Lemma 2.3: Let A = (A1, . . . ,Am) ∈ Hm
n and let m ≥ 1 and k > 1. If

n ≥ (k − 1)(m + 1)2,

then �(k:1)(A) �= ∅.

Observe that if (a1, . . . , am) ∈ �kp(A), then (a1Ip, . . . , amIp) ∈ �(k:p)(A). Thus, by
Lemma 2.3, if n ≥ (kp − 1)(m + 1)2, then �kp(A) �= ∅; hence �(k:p)(A) �= ∅. The follow-
ing theorem gives an improvement on this bound.

Theorem 2.4: Let A = (A1, . . . ,Am) ∈ Hm
n and let m, p ≥ 1 and k > 1. If

n ≥ (m + 1)((m + 1)(k − 1) + k(p − 1)),

then �(k:p)(A) �= ∅.

Proof: We will prove the result by induction on p. When p = 1, the bound (m + 1)((m +
1)(k − 1) + k(p − 1)) = (k − 1)(m + 1)2 is given in Lemma 2.3.

Suppose p>1.We suppose for r<p, we can find an n × rkmatrixUr and r × r diagonal
matrices Dj,r, 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that U∗

r Ur = Irk and U∗
r AjUr = Dj,r ⊗ Ik for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
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Since (m + 1)((m + 1)(k − 1) + k(p − 1)) > (k − 1)(m + 1)2, there exist an n × k
matrix U1 and scalars dj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that U∗

1U1 = Ik and U∗
1AjU1 = djIk for all

1 ≤ j ≤ m. Let U be unitary with first � columns containing the columns spaces of
U1,AU1, . . . ,AmU1. Then � ≤ (m + 1)k and U∗AjU = Bj ⊕ Cj with Bj ∈ M� for j =
1, . . . ,m, and Cj ∈ Mn−�, where n − � ≥ (m + 1)((m + 1)(k − 1) + k(p − 2)). By induc-
tion assumption, �(k:p−1)(C1, . . . ,Cm) is non-empty, say, containing an m-tuple of diag-
onal matrices (Dj1, . . . ,Djm) ∈ Mm

p−1. So, we can find an n × (k − 1)(m + 1)2 matrix U2
such that U∗

2AjU2 = Dj� ⊗ Ik for j = 1, . . . ,m. Thus, there is V = [U1|V2] ∈ Mn,pk such
thatV∗V = Ipk andV∗AjV = djIk ⊕ Dj� ⊗ Ik for j = 1, . . . ,m. Hence,�(k:p)(A) �= ∅. �

Remarks 2.5: (i) Let n(k,m) (respectively, n(k : p,m)) be the minimum number such
that for all n ≥ n(k,m) (respectively, n(k : p,m)), we have�k(A) �= ∅ (respectively,
we have �(k:p)(A) �= ∅) for all A ∈ Hm

n . Clearly, we have n(kp,m) ≥ n(k : p,m) ≥
kp. In Example 3.4 and 3.6, we will see that sometimes the lower bound can be
attained.

(ii) The upper bound (m + 1)((m + 1)(k − 1) + k(p − 1)) ≥ n(k : p,m) in
Theorem 2.4 is not optimal. The same proof shows that n(k : p,m) ≤ n(k,m) +
(m + 1)k(p − 1). So, if we can lower the bound for n(k,m), then we can lower
the bound for n(k : p,m). For example, since n(k, 1) = 2k − 1 [2] and n(k, 2) =
3k − 2 [9], we have n(k : p, 1) ≤ 2pk − 1 and n(k : p, 2) ≤ 3pk − 2. We also note
that using Fan and Pall’s interlacing theorem [33], one can show that n(k : p, 1)
= (p + 1)k − 1.

(iii) In the proof of Theorem 2.4, suppose U∗
1AjU1 has leading k × k submatrix equal to

aj1Ik. Thenwe can find a unitaryX such thatX∗AjX = (B(j)
pq)1≤p,q≤2 withB

(j)
11 = ajIk,

B(j)
12 = 0k×r and B(j)

13 is k × s with s ≤ mk. That is why we can induct on the leading
(n − s) × (n − s) matrices. Of course, we can have some savings if s < mk at any
step.

(iv) Also, whenm = 1, it does not matter whether we wantDj ⊗ Ik or Cj ⊗ Ik for diago-
nalDj or generalHermitianCj.We candiagonalizeCj. Note that ifn = (p + 1)k − 1,
then the set�(k:p)(A) is unique if the eigenvalues of A are distinct. It should be pos-
sible to say more if there are repeated eigenvalues, and in that case one can lower
the requirement of n ≥ (p + 1)k − 1.

(v) When {A1, . . . ,Am} is a commuting family, then Ap + iAq is normal for any p<q.
The results in [34] might be useful to study this further.

(vi) One could also study amore general class ofmatricial ranges in whichDefinition 2.1
would be viewed as a special case; namely, the definition could be broadened to
allow for arbitrary p × pmatrices in them-tuples of�(k:p)(A), removing the diago-
nal matrix restriction. One can generalize Theorem 2.4 and obtain other interesting
results; see Section 5.

Using similar techniques, we may also apply recent related work on the shape of joint
matricial ranges [10] to obtain the following.

Theorem 2.6: Let A = (A1, . . . ,Am) ∈ Hm
n , and m, p, k ≥ 1 satisfy n ≥ (kp(m + 2) −

1)(m + 1)2. Then �(kp(m+2):1)(A) is non-empty, and �(k:p)(A) is star-shaped with star
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centre (a1Ip, . . . , amIp) for any (a1, . . . , am) ∈ �(kp(m+2):1)(A), i.e. t(a1Ip, . . . , amIp) +
(1 − t)(B1, . . . ,Bm) ∈ �(k:p)(A) for any t ∈ [0, 1] and (B1, . . . ,Bm) ∈ �(k:p)(A).

3. Application to hybrid quantum error correction

In quantum information, a quantum channel corresponds to a completely positive and trace
preserving (CPTP) linear map � : Mn → Mn. By the structure theory of such maps [35],
there is a finite set E1, · · · ∈ Mn with

∑
j E

∗
j Ej = In such that for all ρ ∈ Mn,

�(ρ) =
∑
j
EjρE∗

j . (1)

These operators are typically referred to as theKraus operators for� [36], and theminimal
number of operators Ej required for this operator-sum form of � is called the Choi rank
of �, as it is equal to the rank of the Choi matrix for � [35]. In the context of quantum
error correction, Ej are viewed as the error operators for the physical noise model described
by �.

The OAQEC framework [13,14] relies on the well-known structure theory for finite-
dimensional von Neumann algebras (equivalently C∗-algebras) when applied to the finite-
dimensional setting [37]. Specifically, codes are characterized by such algebras, which
up to unitary equivalence can be uniquely written as A = ⊕i(Imi ⊗ Mni). Any Mni with
ni > 1 can encode quantum information; which when mi = 1 corresponds to a standard
(subspace) error-correcting code [16–20] and when mi > 1 corresponds to an operator
quantum error-correcting subsystem code [22,23]. If there is more than one summand in
the matrix algebra decomposition forA, then the algebra is a hybrid of classical and quan-
tum codes. It has been known for some time that algebras can be used to encode hybrid
information in this way [21], and OAQEC provides a framework to study hybrid error cor-
rection in depth. Of particular interest here, we draw attention to the recent advance in
coding theory for hybrid error-correcting codes [11], in which explicit constructions have
been derived for a distinguished special case of OAQEC discussed in more detail below.

In the Schrödinger picture for quantum dynamics, an OAQEC code is explicitly
described as follows:A is correctable for� if there is a CPTPmapR such that for all density
operators ρi ∈ Mni , σi ∈ Mmi and probability distributions pi, there are density operators
σ ′
i such that

(R ◦ �)

(∑
i
pi(σi ⊗ ρi)

)
=
∑
i
pi(σ ′

i ⊗ ρi).

This condition is perhaps more cleanly phrased in the corresponding Heisenberg picture
as follows:A is correctable for � if there is a channelR such that for all X ∈ A,

(PA ◦ �† ◦ R†) (X) = X,

where �† is the Hilbert–Schmidt dual map (i.e. tr(X�(ρ)) = tr(�†(X)ρ)) and PA(·) =
PA(·)PA with PA the unit projection ofA.

From [13,14], we have the following useful operational characterization of correctable
algebras in terms of the Kraus operators for the channel:
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Lemma 3.1: An algebraA is correctable for a channel �(ρ) = ∑
i EiρE

∗
i if and only if

[PE∗
i EjP,X] = 0 ∀ X ∈ A, (2)

where P is the unit projection ofA.

In other words,A is correctable for � if and only if the operators PE∗
i EjP belong to the

commutant PA′P = PA′ = A′P. Applied to the familiar case of standard quantum error
correction, with A = Mk for some k, we recover the famous Knill–Laflamme conditions
[20]: {PE∗

i EjP}i,j ⊆ CP. The result applied to the caseA = Im ⊗ Mk yields the testable con-
ditions from operator quantum error correction [22,23]: {PE∗

i EjP}i,j ⊆ Mm ⊗ Ik. Anything
else involves direct sums and has a hybrid classical-quantum interpretation as noted above.

We next turn to the distinguished special hybrid case noted above. First some additional
notation: we shall assume all our channels act on a Hilbert space H of dimension n ≥ 1,
and so we may identify H = Cn and let {|ei〉} be the canonical orthonormal basis. Our
algebrasA then are subalgebras of the set of all linear operatorsL(H) onH, which in turn
is identified withMn throughmatrix representations in the basis |ei〉. We shall go back and
forth between these operator and matrix perspectives as convenient.

As in [11], consider the case thatA = ⊕rAr with eachAr = Mk for some fixed k ≥ 1.
Let us apply the conditions of Equation (2) to such algebras. Let Pr be the (rank k) projec-
tion ofH onto the support ofAr, so that the Pr project ontomutually orthogonal subspaces
and P = ∑

r Pr is the unit projection ofA = ⊕rPrL(H)Pr. Observe here the commutant
of A satisfies: PA′P = ⊕rCPr. Thus by Lemma 3.1, it follows that A is correctable for �

if and only if for all i, j there are scalars λ
(r)
ij such that

PE∗
i EjP =

∑
r

λ
(r)
ij Pr, (3)

which is equivalent to the equations:

PrE∗
i EjPs = δrsλ

(r)
ij Pr ∀ r, s. (4)

Indeed, these are precisely the conditions derived in [11] (see Theorem 4 of [11]).
For what follows, let Vr, 1 ≤ r ≤ p be mutually orthogonal k-dimensional subspaces

of Cn and Pr the orthogonal projection of Cn onto Vr, for 1 ≤ r ≤ p. Following [11], we
say that {Vr : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} is a hybrid (k : p) quantum error correcting code for the quantum
channel � if for all i, j and all r there exist scalars λ

(r)
ij such that Equations (3) are satisfied.

Consideration of the matricial ranges defined above is motivated by the following fact,
which can be readily verified from Equations (4).

Lemma 3.2: A quantum channel � as defined in Equation (1) has a hybrid error correcting
code of dimensions (k : p) if and only if

�(k:p)(E∗
1E1,E

∗
1E2, . . . ,E

∗
r Er) �= ∅.

We note that given a rank-kp projection, with say P = ∑kp
i=1 |ei〉〈ei|, and diagonal matri-

ces Dj that make �(k:p) non-empty, we may define the desired projections for 1 ≤ r ≤ p,
by Pr = ∑k

i=1 |e(r−1)k+i〉〈e(r−1)k+i|.
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Theorem 3.3: Let� be a quantum channel as defined in Equation (1)with Choi rank equal
to c. Then � has a hybrid error correcting code of dimensions (k : p) if

dimH ≥ c2(c2(k − 1) + k(p − 1)).

Proof: Suppose {E1, . . . ,Ec} is a minimal set of Kraus operators that implement � as
in (1). For 1 ≤ j < � ≤ c, let Fj� = 1/2(E∗

j E� + E∗
�Ej) and F�j = 1/2i(E∗

j E� − E∗
�Ej). Also,

let Fjj = E∗
j Ej for 1 ≤ j ≤ c. Since

∑c
j=1 E

∗
j Ej = I, the operator subspace span{Fj� : 1 ≤

j, � ≤ c} has a basis {A0 = I, . . . ,Am} with m ≤ c2 − 1. The result now follows from an
application of Theorem 2.4. �

Theorem 3.3 is useful if we have no information about the E′
is, except the number c. If

the E′
is are given, we may get a hybrid code even when n is lower than the bound given

in Theorem 2.4 or 3.3. The saving can come from two sources: (1) The subspace spanned
by {E∗

i Ej : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ c} can have dimension (over R) smaller than c2 in particular when
restricted to the code, or (2) the operators {E∗

i Ej} have some specific structures. We give
some examples to demonstrate this.

Example 3.4: Consider the error model on a three-qubit system

�(ρ) = p(X2ρX2) + (1 − p)ρ,

where X2 = I ⊗ X ⊗ I and X is the Pauli bit flip operator and 0<p<1 is some fixed
probability. It is not hard to see that the codes C1 = span {|000〉, |001〉} and C2 =
span {|100〉, |101〉} together form a correctable hybrid code for �. One would seek to
examine the matricial range

�(k:p)(E∗
1E1,E

∗
1E2,E

∗
2E1,E

∗
2E2) = �(k:p)(I,X2,X2, I).

By the above reduction to linearly independent sets of Kraus operators, we would be inter-
ested in the geometry of �(k:p)(X2). Since X2 is unitarily similar to I4 ⊕ −I4, �(4:2)(X2) =
{diag(1,−1)}. Thus, for this example, we havem = 1, k = 4, p = 2, n = 8 and c = 2.

Example 3.5: Consider the quantum channel on a three-qubit system given by

�(ρ) = p0ρ + p1X⊗3ρX⊗3∗ + p2Y⊗3ρY⊗3∗ + p3Z⊗3ρZ⊗3∗,

where p0, . . . , p3 are probabilities summing to 1 andX⊗3 = X ⊗ X ⊗ X, etc, with the Pauli
matrices X, Y, Z.

In this case, the relevant operators E∗
i Ej form the 3-tuple (X⊗3,Y⊗3,Z⊗3), and we set

m = 3, k = 4, p = 1. Defining a partial isometry V : C4 → C2 ⊗ C2 ⊗ C2 by

V = |000〉〈00| + |011〉〈01| + |101〉〈10| + |110〉〈11|,
one can verify that V∗V = I4 and

V∗(X⊗3,Y⊗3,Z⊗3)V = (02 ⊗ I2, 02 ⊗ I2, I2 ⊗ I2)

= (04, 04, I4).
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Therefore, �4(X⊗3,Y⊗3,Z⊗3) �= ∅. However, �(4:2)(X⊗3,Y⊗3,Z⊗3) = ∅ because X⊗3

and Y⊗3 do not commute.

Example 3.6: Extend the previous example to a four-qubit system given by

	(ρ) = p0ρ + p1X⊗4ρX⊗4∗ + p2Y⊗4ρY⊗4∗ + p3Z⊗4ρZ⊗4∗,

where p0, . . . , p3 are probabilities summing to 1.
In this case, the relevant operators E∗

i Ej form the 3-tuple (X⊗4,Y⊗4,Z⊗4), and we set
m = 3. We are going to show that there is a unitary matrix U ∈ M16 such that

U∗X⊗4U = DX ⊗ I4, U∗Y⊗4U = DY ⊗ I4, U∗Z⊗4U = DZ ⊗ I4, (5)

for some diagonal matrices DX ,DY ,DZ ∈ M4. Hence, we will have �(4:4)(X⊗4,Y⊗4,Z⊗4)

�= ∅. In this case, k = 4, p = 4 and n = 16 = kp. Thus, the smallest possible n is also
achieved.

For J = (j1j2j3j4) ∈ {0, 1}4, let |J〉 = |j1j2j3j4〉 and |J| = ∑4
i=1 ji. Since Y4|J〉

= (−1)|J|X4|J〉, we have
X4(|J〉 + X4|J〉) = |J〉 + X4|J〉
X4(|J〉 − X4|J〉) = −(|J〉 − X4|J〉)

Y4(|J〉 + X4|J〉) =
{

|J〉 + X4|J〉 if |J| is even
−(|J〉 + X4|J〉) if |J| is odd

Y4(|J〉 − X4|J〉) =
{

−(|J〉 − X4|J〉) if |J| is even
(|J〉 − X4|J〉) if |J| is odd (6)

Define a unitary matrix U = 1
2 [u1 · · · u16] with columns given by

u1 = (|0000〉 + |1111〉) + (|0011〉 + |1100〉)
u2 = (|0000〉 + |1111〉) − (|0011〉 + |1100〉)
u3 = (|0101〉 + |1010〉) + (|0110〉 + |1001〉)
u4 = (|0101〉 + |1010〉) − (|0110〉 + |1001〉)
u5 = (|0001〉 + |1110〉) + (|0010〉 + |1101〉)
u6 = (|0001〉 + |1110〉) − (|0010〉 + |1101〉)
u7 = (|0100〉 + |1011〉) + (|0111〉 + |1000〉)
u8 = (|0100〉 + |1011〉) − (|0111〉 + |1000〉)
u9 = (|0000〉 − |1111〉) + (|0011〉 − |1100〉)
u10 = (|0000〉 − |1111〉) − (|0011〉 − |1100〉)
u11 = (|0101〉 − |1010〉) + (|0110〉 − |1001〉)
u12 = (|0101〉 − |1010〉) − (|0110〉 − |1001〉)
u13 = (|0001〉 − |1110〉) + (|0010〉 − |1101〉)
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u14 = (|0001〉 − |1110〉) − (|0010〉 − |1101〉)
u15 = (|0100〉 − |1011〉) + (|0111〉 − |1000〉)
u16 = (|0100〉 − |1011〉) − (|0111〉 − |1000〉)

Since, Z4 = X4Y4, by (6), we have (5) with

DX = diag(1, 1,−1,−1), DY = diag(1,−1,−1, 1) and DZ = diag(1,−1, 1,−1). (7)

Remark 3.7: More generally, one can consider the class of correlation channels studied
in [38], which has error operators X⊗n, Y⊗n, Z⊗n normalized with probability coeffi-
cients. It is proved there that when n is odd, �2n−1(X⊗n,Y⊗n,Z⊗n) �= ∅. Thus, n qubit
codewords encode (n − 1) data qubits when n is odd. When n is even, it follows that
�2n−2(X⊗n,Y⊗n,Z⊗n) �= ∅. Using a proof similar to the above example, we can show
that�(2n−2:4)(X⊗n,Y⊗n,Z⊗n) = {(DX ,DY ,DZ)}, withDX ,DY ,DZ given by (7). It has been
proven in [38] that for n even, �2n−1(X⊗n,Y⊗n,Z⊗n) = ∅. Actually, we can show that
�k(X⊗n,Y⊗n,Z⊗n) = ∅ for all k > 2n−2. Therefore, we can encode at most n−2 qubits.
Using the hybrid code, we can get 2 additional classical bits. Very recently, this scheme has
been implemented using IBM’s quantum computing framework qiskit [39].

4. Exploring advantages of hybrid quantum error correction

A straightforward way to form hybrid codes is to use quantum codes to directly transmit
classical information. However, it is impractical since quantum resources are more expen-
sive than classical resources. Thus, realistically, hybrid codes are more interesting when
the simultaneous transmission of classical information and quantum information do pos-
sess advantages. One of such situations is, with a fixed set of operators A, hybrid quantum
error correcting codes exist but the corresponding quantum codes do not exist for the same
system dimension n, i.e. �(k:p)(A) �= ∅ and �kp(A) = ∅.

Proposition 4.1: Suppose A is an n × n Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues a1 ≥ a2 ≥
· · · ≥ an. Then

�kp(A) = {
t : an+1−kp ≤ t ≤ akp

}
�(k:p)(A) = {

(t1, . . . , tp) : aik ≤ t[i] ≤ an+1−(p−i+1)k for 1 ≤ i ≤ p
}
,

where here, t[1] ≥ t[2] ≥ · · · ≥ t[n] is a rearrangement of t1 t2, . . . , tn in decreasing order.

Proof: The first statement follows from [2]. For the second, by a result of Fan and Pall [33],
b1 ≥ b2 · · · ≥ bm are the eigenvalues ofU∗AU for some n × mmatrixU satisfyingU∗U =
Im if and only if

ai ≥ bi ≥ an−m+i ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

from which the result follows. �

Remark 4.2: (i) If we require the components (t1, . . . , tp) in�(k:p)(A) to be in decreasing
order, then the “ordered” �(k:p)(A) is convex.
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(ii) �kp(A) = [an+1−kp, akp] is obtained by taking the convex hull of the eigenvalues
of A after deleting the (n − kp + 1) largest and smallest eigenvalues. The following
proposition is a generalization of this result.

Proposition 4.3: Suppose Ai = diag(ai1, a
i
2, . . . , a

i
n) for i = 1, . . . ,m with aij ∈ R. Let aj =

(a1j , a
2
j , . . . , a

m
j ) for j = 1, . . . , n. For S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, let XS = conv{aj : j ∈ S}. Then for

every 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

�k(A) ⊆ ∩{XS : S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}, |S| = n − k + 1}. (8)

Proof: It suffices to prove that�k(A) ⊂ XS for S = {1, 2, . . . , n − k + 1}. Suppose we have
x = (x1, x2 . . . , xm) ∈ �k(A). Then there exists a rank k projection P such that PAiP = xiP
for i = 1, . . . ,m. Consider the subspace W = span{e1, . . . , en−k+1}. Then there exists a
unit vector w = (w1, . . . ,wn)

t ∈ Rn such that Pw = w. Therefore, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

xi = xiw∗w = xiw∗Pw = w∗PAiPw = w∗Aiw =
n−k+1∑
j=1

|wj|2aij ′.

Hence, x = ∑n−k+1
j=1 |wj|2aj ∈ XS. �

By the result in [6], equality holds in (8) for m = 1, 2. For m>2, �k(A) may not be
convex and equality may not hold.

Proposition 4.4: Let Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ m be as given in Proposition 4.3. Then we have:

(1) If n ≥ (m + 1)k − m, then�k(A) �= ∅. The bound (m + 1)k − m is best possible; i.e. if
n < (m + 1)k − m, there exist real diagonalmatrices A1, . . . ,Am such that�k(A) = ∅.

(2) If n ≥ p((m + 1)k − m), then �(k:p)(A) �= ∅.

Proof: The statement (1) follows fromTverberg’s Theorem [40] andProposition 4.3. (Also,
see Example 4.6.)

For (2), note that if n ≥ p((m + 1)k − m), we can decompose each Ai = ⊕p
j=1A

j
i with

Aj
i ∈ Mnj , and nj ≥ (m + 1)k − m. Then, by the result in 1), �k(A

j
1, . . . ,A

j
m) �= ∅ and the

result follows. �

Remark 4.5: By the above proposition, for p((m + 1)k − m) ≤ n < (m + 1)kp − m, we
can construct A1, . . . ,Am such that �kp(A) = ∅ and �(k:p)(A) �= ∅.

Example 4.6: Suppose p((m + 1)k − m) ≤ n < (m + 1)kp − m. We are going to show
that there exist A1, . . . ,Am such that �kp(A) = ∅ and �(k:p)(A) �= ∅.

Let r = [n/kp − 1], the greatest integer ≤ (n/kp − 1). Then 1 ≤ r ≤ (m + 1) and
r = m+ 1 if and only if n = (m + 1)(kp − 1). Define for 1 ≤ i ≤ min{r,m}, Ai =
diag(ai1, a

i
2, . . . , a

i
n), where a

j
i = 1 for (i − 1)(kp − 1) + 1 ≤ j ≤ i(kp − 1) and aji = 0 oth-

erwise. Then, by Proposition 4.3, �kp(A) = ∅. Since n ≥ p((m + 1)k − m), by Proposi-
tion 4.4, �(k:p)(A) �= ∅.
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5. Outlook

As mentioned in Remark 2.5 (vi), one can further extend the definition of �(k:p)(A) and
consider (B1, . . . ,Bm) ∈ Mm

p such that V∗AjV = Bj ⊗ Ik for some n × pk matrix V satis-
fyingV∗V = Ipk without requiring B1, . . . ,Bm to be diagonal matrices as in Definition 2.1.
We can then use the recent results and techniques in [10] to show that this set is non-empty
and star-shaped if n is sufficiently large. This generalization also has a potential implication
to the study of quantum error correcting codes. In particular, one may use random qubits
to do the encoding and protect the data bits in the quantum error correction process. We
plan further research in this direction.

It has been proved that transmitting classical and quantum information simultane-
ously provides advantages from an information-theoretic perspective [25]. Practical hybrid
classical-quantum error correcting codes built on themathematical techniques introduced
here that achieve these advantages could benefit various quantum communication tasks.
Communication protocols based on such hybrid codes are expected to enhance the com-
munication security or increase channel capacities.We leave these lines of investigation for
future studies.

Recently, the theory of QEC, and especially the framework of OAQEC, has been found
to be closely related to the AdS/CFT correspondence and holographic principle in various
ways [41–46]. For instance, Almheiri, Dong and Harlow interpret the complex dictionary
in AdS/CFT as the encoding operations of certain operator algebra quantum error correct-
ing codes and bulk local operators are logic operators for these error correcting codes [41].
At the same time, holographic codes also inspire new code designmethods from a geomet-
ric perspective [46]. The matricial range approach to hybrid codes introduced here could
conceivably generate new connections between QEC and the theory of quantum gravity.
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